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Important Term and Terminology
Acute Triangle: A triangle in which each of the three interior angles measures less than 90°.
Altitude: A line segment giving the height of a geometric figure. In a triangle, an altitude is
found by drawing the perpendicular from a vertex to the side opposite.

Diagonal: In a polygon, a line segment joining two vertices that are not next to each other (i.e.,
not joined by one side).
Imperial System: A system of weights and measures built on the basic units of measure of the
yard (length), the pound (mass), the gallon (capacity) and the second (time). Also called the
British system.
Polygon: A closed figure formed by three of more line segments. Examples of polygons are
triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons and octagons.
Prism: A three dimensional figure with two parallel, congruent polygonal bases. A prism is
named by the shape of its bases. For example, rectangular prism, triangular prism.
Pythagorean Theorem: The conclusion that, in a right triangle, the square of the length of the
longest side is equal to the sum of the squares of the lengths of the other two sides (legs).
Quadrilateral: A polygon with four sides.
Right Triangle: A triangle containing one 90° angle.

Problem Solving Strategy
The Five-Step Process
LIST:
FORMULA(E):
ALGEBRA:
PLUG-IN
EVALUATE:

List all known and unknown variables in your problem.
State any useful formulae that may be of use in your problem.
Is your unknown isolated? If not, use algebra to isolate it.
Plug in the known variables into your formula(e).
Evaluate the problem and conclude with appropriate units.

Learning Goals in this Unit
By the end of this unit, you will be able to:


solve problems involving the measurements of two-dimensional shapes and the volumes of
three-dimensional figures.



relate the geometric representation of the Pythagorean theorem to the algebraic representation
a2 + b2 = c2.



solve problems using the Pythagorean theorem, as required in applications (e.g., calculate the
height of a cone, given the radius and the slant height, in order to determine the volume of the
cone).



solve problems involving the areas and perimeters of composite two-dimensional shapes (i.e.,
combinations of rectangles, triangles, parallelograms, trapezoids, and circles) (Sample
problem: A new park is in the shape of an isosceles trapezoid with a square attached to the
shortest side. The side lengths of the trapezoidal section are 200 m, 500 m, 500 m, and 800
m, and the side length of the square section is 200 m. If the park is to be fully fenced and
sodded, how much fencing and sod are required?)



develop, through investigation (e.g., using concrete materials), the formulas for the volume of
a pyramid, a cone, and a sphere (e.g., use three-dimensional figures to show that the volume
of a pyramid [or cone] is the volume of a prism [or cylinder] with the same base and height,
and therefore that Vpyramid =



or Vpyramid =

.

solve problems involving the volumes of prisms, pyramids, cylinders, cones, and spheres
(Sample problem: Break-bit Cereal is sold in a single-serving size, in a box in the shape of a
rectangular prism of dimensions 5 cm by 4 cm by 10 cm. The manufacturer also sells the
cereal in a larger size, in a box with dimensions double those of the smaller box. Make a
hypothesis about the effect on the volume of doubling the dimensions. Test your hypothesis
using the volumes of the two boxes, and discuss the result.).

Perimeter, Area, Volume & Pythagorean Theorem
By the end of this unit, you will be able to relate the geometric representation of the Pythagorean
Theorem to the algebraic representation a2 + b2 = c2.
Pythagoras (of Samos)
Pythagoras was a famous Greek sage who spent part of this life travelling to learn. He
established a school of mathematics where he is credited for a discovery made by his students
related to right triangles. It was noted that one creates squares from the respective sides, a
pattern arises.
Try this yourself. Start by drawing a right triangle. Measure the length of each side.

Now create squares respective of the lengths you measured.

Let’s now label these sides lengths:

a

c

b
Let’s do this again with the squares:

c

a

c

a

b

b
Finally, let’s redraw these with each respective square’s area. Recall that Area = (length)(width)

Pythagorean Theorem

c2
a2

b2
Once you have calculated the area of each of your squares, find the sum of the squares a and b.
and compare it to the area of square c. Remember, you all drew your own triangle. Also, take
note, that this is an experiment and like any experiment, there is a component of experimental
error.
All in all, this is what Pythagorus and his students discovered, hence the Theorem which bears
his name:
The Pythagorean Theorem
a2 + b2 = c2
or
c2 = a2 + b2
Did you know: A theorem is statement that has been proven as a result of previous truths, such
as an axiom or another theorem.

The Two Scenarios of Pythagorean Theorem
Before we jump into Ancient Greek math, we need to establish some terms given a right triangle.
The two sides adjacent to (meaning that they are touching) the right angle are known as the legs.
The side opposite the right angle is known as the hypotenuse.

a = leg

c = hypotenuse

b = leg
Hence, from the Pythagorean Theorem, the square of the two legs will equal the square of the
hypotenuse. Note that the hypotenuse is ALWAYS longer than either of the two legs. This is an
important detail when you will reflect on the answer you get at the end of a challenge.
Example: Given the triangle below, find the hypotenuse.
.

3 cm

c

4 cm

LIST:

a=3

b = 4 cm

c=?

FORMULA(E):

c2 = a2 + b2

ALGEBRA:

Since c is on the left side. Almost no algebra is needed.

PLUG-IN:
EVALUATE:

c2 = (3)2 + (4)2
c2 = 9 + 16
c2 = 25
=
To get rid of the square, we square root BOTH sides.
c = 5 cm

Example: Given the right triangle below, find the missing leg.
.

13 cm

b
5 cm

LIST:

a = 5 cm

b=?

c = 13 cm

FORMULA(E):

a2 + b2 = c2

ALGEBRA:

a2 + b2 - a2 = c2 - a2
b2 = c2 - a2

PLUG-IN:

b2 = (13)2 – (5)2

EVALUATE:

b2 = 169 - 25
b2 = 144
=
To get rid of the square, we square root BOTH sides.
b = 12 cm

Since b is not alone, we must isolate it.

Did you know: The word hypotenuse comes from an ancient job where rope was tied to the
legs of a person such that they would then walk from a point A to a point B while counting the
number of paces they took. Literally, hypotenuse means; “connecting two legs”.
Now it’s your turn.
Example: Given the right triangle below, find value of x.

x

15 m
20 m

Example: Given the right triangle below, find value of x.

x
24 m

26 m

Example
A painter leans a 9 ft ladder against a fence, such that the base of the ladder is 2.5 ft from the
fence. How high up the fence is the ladder where it touches the fence?

Example
A 95 ft tall communication tower is held erect by a guy wire which is cemented 35 ft from the
base of the tower. How long is the guy wire?

In-class task

Name: _________________

This task is aimed at acquiring your ability to relate the geometric representation of the
Pythagorean Theorem to the algebraic representation a2 + b2 = c2.
1) A guy wire is used to secure a 50 ft communication tower. If the guy wire is anchored 70 ft
from the base of the tower, how long is the guy wire? (4 marks)

2) The base of a 12m ladder, shown below, is 2.3 m from the wall it is against. How high can the
ladder reach given this setup? (5 marks)

Task/
Expectation
Relate the
geometric
representation
of the
Pythagorean
Theorem to
the algebraic
representation
a2 + b2 = c2.

Level R

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Does not
relate the
geometric
representation
of the
Pythagorean
Theorem to
the algebraic
representation
a2 + b2 = c2.

Struggles to
relate the
geometric
representation
of the
Pythagorean
Theorem to
the algebraic
representation
a2 + b2 = c2.

Sometimes
relates the
geometric
representation
of the
Pythagorean
Theorem to
the algebraic
representation
a2 + b2 = c2.

Usually
relates the
geometric
representation
of the
Pythagorean
Theorem to
the algebraic
representation
a2 + b2 = c2.

Almost
always relates
the geometric
representation
of the
Pythagorean
Theorem to
the algebraic
representation
a2 + b2 = c2.

This task is aimed at acquiring the ability to solve problems using the Pythagorean theorem, as
required in applications.
Can you find the volume of this cone below, given that radius is 9cm and the slant height is
15cm?

slant height

Hint: the volume of a cone is given by Vcone =

(6 marks)

Given the railroad truss bridge below, how long is each diagonal beam if the top beam is 30 ft
long and the height of the bridge is 20 ft high?

Hint: find a right triangle which is useful.

(6 marks)

By the end of this class you will be able to solve problems involving the areas and perimeters of
composite two-dimensional shapes (i.e., combinations of rectangles, triangles, parallelograms,
trapezoids, and circles)
Decomposition of Complex Shapes
In this section, we will be looking at complex shapes such that we will (as the name suggests)
decompose them into better known (and therefore less complex) shapes. To be successful in this
section, we will need to be familiar with the areas and perimeters of three basic shapes: the
rectangle, the triangle and the circle (or portions of them).
PERIMETER
Think of perimeter calculations as if you were a security guard walking AROUND the shape you
are protecting. How far would you have walked?

SURFACE AREA
Think of surface area calculations as if you were a painter having to cover the shape you are
coating with paint. How much surface would you cover/paint?

THE RECTANGLE
The perimeter of a rectangle is the summation of ALL the outer sides or:
P = l1 + l2 + l3 + l4
(with 1D units, i.e. cm) but sometimes written as:
P = 2(l+w)
Surface Area or:
SA = lw
(has 2D units, i.e. mm2)
Example: Let’s find the perimeter of the following rectangle.

Solution:
LIST: l = 5 cm and w = 8 cm
FORMULA(E):

P=l+w+l+w

OR

P = 2(l+w)

ALGEBRA:

P is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

P=l+w+l+w
P = (5) + (8) + (5) + (8)

OR
OR

P = 2(l+w)
P = 2(5+8)

EVALUATE:

P = 26 cm

OR

P = 2(13)
P = 26 cm

Example: Let’s find the area of the following rectangle.
Solution: (same LIST)
FORMULA(E):

A = lw

ALGEBRA:

A is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

A = (5)(8)

EVALUATE:

A = 40 cm2

THE TRIANGLE
The perimeter of a triangle is the summation of ALL the outer sides or:
P = l1 + l2 + l3
Surface Area or:
SA = ½bh OR SA =
Example: Let’s find the perimeter of the following triangle.

Solution:
LIST: l1 = 6 cm, b = l2 = 8 cm, l3 = 6 cm, h = 7 cm (but h is not part of the perimeter)
FORMULA(E):

P = l1 + l2 + l3

ALGEBRA:

P is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

P = (6) + (8) + (6)

EVALUATE:

P = 20 cm

Example: Let’s find the area of the following triangle.
Solution: (same LIST but refer to l2 as the base b)
FORMULA(E):

SA = ½bh OR SA =

ALGEBRA:

A is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

SA = ½(8)(7) OR SA =

EVALUATE:

A = 28 cm2

THE CIRCLE
The perimeter of a circle is referred to as the circumference and is written as C (instead of P).
C = 2πr
(note that you are expected to use π as opposed to the invalid estimate of 3.14).
Surface Area or:
SA = πr2

Example: Let’s find the circumference (perimeter) of the above circle.
Solution:
LIST: r = 4 cm
FORMULA(E):

C = 2πr

ALGEBRA:

C is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

C = 2π(4)

EVALUATE:

C = 8π
C ≈ 25.13 cm Note the wavy equal sign and the use of π on the calculator.

Example: Let’s find the area of the following circle
Solution: (same LIST)
FORMULA(E):

A = πr2

ALGEBRA:

A is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

A = π(4)2

EVALUATE:

A = 16π
A ≈ 50.27 cm2

Smurf Basketball Court
Gargamel is setting a trap for the Smurf Village by building a basketball court. The outer line
will be a special glue to keep the Smurfs in place. The inside paint will be a bright colour so that
the Smurfs can clearly see the court.
a) How long is the glue line?
b) How much surface is painted?

Smurf Basketball Court
Gargamel is setting a trap for the Smurf Village by building a basketball court. The outer line
will be a special glue to keep the Smurfs in place. The inside paint will be a bright colour so that
the Smurfs can clearly see the court.
a) How long is the glue line?
b) How much surface is painted?

Glue Line Solution
Since the glue line is actually the PERIMETER of the court, we need to dissect the shape's
perimeters. We have, three sides of a rectangle (or l1, l2, l3) and a semi-circle (or C = ½[2πr]).
P = l1 + l2 + l3 + ½C,
P = 30 + 20 + 30 + πr
P = 30 + 20 + 30 + π(10)
P ≈ 80 + 31.42
P ≈ 111.42 mm
Surface Paint Solution
Since the paint is covering a surface, we need to find the surface area of both the rectangle
(where l =20mm and w=30mm) and the semi-circle (where r = 10mm).
Atotal = Arectangle + Asemi-circle
Atotal = lw + ½πr2
Atotal = (20)(30) + ½π(10)2
Atotal ≈ 600 + 157.1
Atotal ≈ 757.1 mm2

The Smurf Garden
Brainy Smurf is planting a special garden for Papa Smurf's magic potions.
a) How long a fence is Brainy Smurf required to have in order to protect the garden?
b) How much area does Brainy Smurf have for gardening?

The Smurf Garden
Brainy Smurf is planting a special garden for Papa Smurf's magic potions.
a) How long a fence is Brainy Smurf required to have in order to protect the garden?

Fence Solution (perimeter):
In essence, just count the six side lengths that form the garden.
P = l1 + l2 + l3 + l4 + l5 + l6
P=5+6+2+3+3+3
P = 22 ft

The Smurf Garden
b) How much area does Brainy Smurf have for gardening?

Solution # 1 (Inside the Box Thinking #1)
Let's look at the shape as two rectangles where A1 has l = 5ft and w = 3ft and A2 has l = 2ft and
w = 3ft.
Atotal = A1 + A2
Atotal = lw + lw
Atotal = (5)(3) + (2)(3)
Atotal = 15 + 6
Atotal = 21 sq ft
Solution # 2 (Inside the Box Thinking #2)
Let's look at the shape as two rectangles where A1 has l = 6ft and w = 2ft and A2 has
l = 3ft and w = 3ft.
Atotal = A1 + A2
Atotal = lw + lw
Atotal = (6)(2) + (3)(3)
Atotal = 12 + 9
Atotal = 21 sq ft
Solution # 3 (Outside the Box Thinking #1)
Let's look at the shape as two rectangles where A1 has l = 5ft and w = 6ft and A2 has
l = 3ft and w = 3ft.
Atotal = A1 - A2
Atotal = lw - lw
Atotal = (6)(5) - (3)(3)
Atotal = 30 - 9
Atotal = 21 sq ft

THE MEGA DESIGN
Find the perimeter and surface area of the following design (assume m units).

THE MEGA DESIGN
Find the perimeter and surface area of the following design (assume m units).

Perimeter solution:
Count the nine sides.
P = 18 + s1 + s2 + 12 + 6 + 4 + 5 + 10 + 15

but what is s1 and s2?

They are the hypotenuse of the triangle with a=4 and b=2.
Hence we use Pythagorean Theorem;
c2 = a2 + b2
c2 = (4)2 + (2)2
c2 = 16 + 4
=
c ≈ 4.47 m

now square root both sides

P = 18 + s1 + s2 + 12 + 6 + 4 + 5 + 10 + 15
P = 70 + s1 + s2
P ≈ 70 + 4.47 + 4.47
P ≈ 78.94 m
One possible Area Solution:
Count the shapes; let A1 be the triangle, and A2, A3 and A4 be the rectangles.
Atotal = A1 + A2 + A3 + A4
Atotal = ½bh + lw + lw + lw
Atotal = ½(4)(4) + (12)(4) + (6)(15) + (5)(4)
Atotal = 8 + 48 + 90 + 20
Atotal = 166 m2

Sample problem: A new park is in the shape of an isosceles trapezoid with a square attached to
the shortest side. The side lengths of the trapezoidal section are 200 m, 500 m, 500 m, and 800
m, and the side length of the square section is 200 m. If the park is to be fully fenced and
sodden, how much fencing and sod are required?

Sample problem: A new park is in the shape of an isosceles trapezoid with a square attached to
the shortest side. The side lengths of the trapezoidal section are 200 m, 500 m, 500 m, and 800
m, and the side length of the square section is 200 m. If the park is to be fully fenced and
sodden, how much fencing and sod are required?

Think: Fencing is in essence the perimeter of the object. The fence surrounds the park NOT
each individual shape. We can also think of a security guard who would walk around the park
and determine how long his/her walk was.
LIST: Let’s re-create the park but this time (rather than make a list) label the given distances as
well as those that are NOT given which form the contour of the park.
200 m

200 m

200 m

500 m

500 m

800 m
FORMULA(E): Careful here. There is no actual formula for this shape as it is a combination
of known shapes (trapezoid & square). We will have to create our own formula:
Ppark = l1 + l2 + l3 + … + l6
ALGEBRA:

No algebra required since Ppark is already isolated.

PLUG-IN:

Ppark = 200 + 200 + 500 + 800 + 500 + 200

EVALUATE:

Ppark = 2400 m

Sample problem: (Continued)

Think: To sod grass is essentially the act of covering the ground, which relates to their
respective areas.
LIST: Here we will dissect the shapes that we have into known shapes for which the area is
easy to calculate. In this problem, we essentially have a square (or rectangle) and a trapezoid.
200 m

200 m

200 m

500 m

500 m

800 m
FORMULA(E): Again we must be careful here. There is no actual formula for this shape as it
is a combination of known shapes (trapezoid & square). We will have to create our own formula
(referencing the formulae sheet):
Apark = Asquare + Atrapezoid
Apark = lw +

Note that we are missing the height h which is required in the formula. To obtain this, we must
dissect the trapezoid further and use Pythagorean Theorem.

500 m

b

200 m
Hence we use Pythagorean Theorem;
a2 + b2 = c2
a2 + b2 – b2 = c2 – b2
a2 = c2 – b2
a2 = (500)2 – (200)2
a2 = 250,000 – 40,000
a2 = 210,000
=
a ≈ 458.26 m
ALGEBRA:

No algebra required since Apark is already isolated.

PLUG-IN:
EVALUATE:

Apark = (200)(200) +
Apark = 4000 + 229,128.78
Apark = 233,128.78 m2

This task is aimed at acquiring the ability to solve problems involving the areas and perimeters
of composite two-dimensional shapes (i.e., combinations of rectangles, triangles,
parallelograms, trapezoids, and circles)
The 9th hole of a mini-putt game is given below. The hole will be enclosed by a wooden fence.
What length of wood is required to enclose the entire 9th hole? Show all your work. (5 marks)

The 9th hole above needs a turf carpet to cover the ground. What area of carpet is required? (4
marks)

Dawson is making a special Olympic size hockey rink for his kids as shown below. He needs to
erect boards to prevent the puck from leaving the ice. What length of boards does Dawson need?
(4 marks)

Kayla is offering to spray McCainly’s ice rink with water to cover the ice surface. What is the
surface area of the skating rink? (4 marks)

By the end of this class you will be able to develop, through investigation (e.g., using concrete
materials), the formulae for the volume of a pyramid, a cone, and a sphere (e.g., use threedimensional figures to show that the volume of a pyramid [or cone] is the volume of a prism
[or cylinder] with the same base and height, and therefore that Vpyramid =
Vpyramid =

or

.

In essence, the volume of ANY prism can be generalized by:
V = (Area)(height)
Let us take a cube for example, which is an example of a rectangular prism. Ultimately, if you
take a square and lay it flat on a desk you have an Area. If you begin to STACK additional
squares onto the original square (now let’s call it the base), you are essentially adding the third
dimension of height thus creating a prism ergo; volume. Look again at the standard equation.
Recall now that we’ve reviewed two dimensional shapes and we are now familiar with their
respective areas. In this unit, we will stack rectangles, circles and triangles.
We will also conduct a LAB to investigate the formulae for pyramids, cones and spheres.

The Volume of a Rectangular Prism
Recall that the Volume of ANY prism is V = (Area)(height) where the area is the base area of the
prism and height is simply h.
Vrectangularprism = (Area)(height)

In the case of the rectangular prism, we are essentially STACKING rectangles. Since the area
of a rectangle is A = lw, our formula now becomes:
Vrectangleprism = (A)(h)
Vrectangleprism = (lw)(h)
Combing we can just say:
Vrectangleprism = lwh
Example: Find the volume of the following rectangular prism (assume cm units).

Example: Find the volume of the following rectangular prism (assume cm units).

Solution:
LIST: V = ? , l = 3 in, w = 5 in, h = 8 in.
FORMULA(E):

Vrectangleprism = lwh

ALGEBRA:

V is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

Vrectangleprism = (3)(5)(8)

EVALUATE:

Vrectangleprism = 120 cu in

The Volume of a Rectangular Prism (reverse question)
Let us now look at an example where we are given the Volume of the rectangular prism such that
we will have to find the value of one of the missing side lengths. We do not want to re-learn
three addition formulae for height, length and width, so we rely on our algebra skills to face this
challenge.
Example: Find the height of the following rectangular prism (assume cm units).

Volume 70 cm3

h

w = 2 cm
l = 7 cm
Solution:
LIST: V = 70 cm3, l = 7 cm, w = 2 cm, h = ?.
FORMULA(E):

Vrectangleprism = lwh

ALGEBRA:

h is not isolated so algebra is required.

What is in the way of h being isolated? A multiplying length and width (lw). How do we get rid
of a multiplying (lw)? We divide (lw) from both sides. lwh has been placed on the left since we
wish to end with a statement reading h = …
lwh = V
=
Recall that

= 1, thus isolating h.
h=

PLUG-IN:

h=

EVALUATE:

h = 5 cm

The Volume of a Triangular Prism
Recall that the Volume of ANY prism is V = (Area)(height) where the area is the base area of the
prism and height is simply h.
Vtriangularprism = (Area)(height)

In the case of the triangular prism, we are essentially STACKING triangles. Since the area of a
triangle is A = , we have a small problem. We will have to discriminate between the height of
the triangle (our base shape) and the height of the prism. For this case, let us therefore call the
height of the prism hP and the height of the triangle hT. Now our formula now becomes:
Vtriangularprism = (A)(hP)
Vtriangularprism = ½(bhT)(hP)
We shall leave the formula as is so not create confusion.
Example: Find the volume of the following triangular prism (which clearly has too much
information). In this case, we shall refer to the height of the triangle as hT.

Example: Find the volume of the following triangular prism (which clearly has too much
information). In this case, we shall refer to the height of the triangle as hT.

Solution:
LIST: V = ? , hT = 4.0 cm, b = 9.0 cm, hP = 8.1cm.
FORMULA(E):

Vtriangularprism = ½(bhT)(hP)

ALGEBRA:

V is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

Vtriangularprism = ½(bhT)(hP)
Vtriangularprism = ½(9)(4.0)(8.1)

EVALUATE:

Vtriangularprism = 145.8 cm3

The Volume of a Triangular Prism (reverse question)
Now let us look at a problem where we are given the volume and we will have to work in reverse
to find one of the missing side lengths.
Example: Find the base height of the triangular prism below given a volume of 500 cm3, a
prism height (or prism length) of 20 cm and a base length of 10 cm.

Solution:
LIST: V = 500 cm3, hT = ?, b = 10cm, hP = 20 cm.
FORMULA(E):

Vtriangularprism = ½(bhT)(hP)

ALGEBRA:

h is not isolated so algebra is required.

We want hT so we will have to get rid of ½ by multiplying both sides by two. We also have to
get rid of the multiplying b and hP so we have to divide both sides by b and hP.
½(bhT)(hP) = V
(2)(bhT)(hP) =
2bhP

2V
bhP

.

The red shows what has been included to isolate hT.
hT =

2V
bhP

.

hT =

2(500)
(10)(20)

PLUG-IN:

EVALUATE:

hT = 5 cm

.

The Volume of a Circular Prism
Oops … The Volume of a Cylinder
Again, recall that the Volume of ANY prism is V = (Area)(height) where the area is the base
area of the prism and height is simply h.
Vcylinder = (Area)(height)

In the case of the cylinder or circular prism, we are essentially STACKING circles. Since the
area of a circle is A = πr2 our formula now becomes:
Vcylinder = (A)(h)
Vcylinder = (πr2)(h)
Combing we can just say:
Vcylinder = πr2h
Example: Find the volume of the following cylinder (assume cm units).

Example: Find the volume of the following cylinder (assume cm units).

Solution:
LIST: V = ? , r = 3 cm, h = 5 cm.
FORMULA(E):

Vcylinder = πr2h

ALGEBRA:

V is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

Vcylinder = π(3)2(5)
Vcylinder = 9π(5)
Vcylinder = 45π

Note the proper use of π.
EVALUATE:

Vcylinder = 141.37 cm3

The Volume of a Cylinder (reverse question)
Let us now look at a problem where the volume is given.
Example: Find the height of the following cylinder given a volume of 274.9 cm3 and a diameter
of 5 cm.

Solution:
LIST: V = 274.9 cm3, d = 5 cm, r = ?, h = ?.
Note that we have a problem in that we don’t have the radius. We need to recall that the
diameter is twice the radius. Hence:
FORMULA(E):

r = and Vcylinder = πr2h

Hence:

r=
r = 2.5 cm

ALGEBRA:

h is not isolated so algebra is required.

Since we need to isolate h, we need to get rid of the multiplying πr2 by dividing both sides by
πr2.
πr2h = Vcylinder
πr2h =
πr2

V .
πr2

h= V .
πr2
PLUG-IN:

h=

EVALUATE:

h ≈ 14.00 cm

The Volume of a Pyramid
Recall that the Volume of ANY prism is V = (Area)(height) where the area is the base area of the
prism and height is simply h. However, in the case of a pyramid, the shapes are not being
stacked consistently. In essence, a pyramid is a stack of smaller and smaller shapes until it
reaches its apex. The pyramids that we will concentrate on in this unit will be square based
pyramids, meaning that we will start with a square and stack smaller and smaller squares.

Since we don’t want to re-invent the wheel with the formula for Vpyramid we will devise an
experiment to illustrate how it is related to:
Vrectangularprism = (Area)(height)
If we could fill a rectangular prism with a liquid and calculate its volume we could then do the
same with a pyramid with the same base area and height such that we note the volume of the
water needed to fill it. As we will do in class (experimentally), we should find that the volume
of pyramid is almost always a third of its’ respective rectangular prism. Hence we can simply
say:
Vpyramid = Vrectangularprism
3
Recall that Vrectangularprism = lwh
Vpyramid =
Example: Find the volume of the following pyramid.

Example: Find the volume of the following pyramid.

Solution:
LIST: V = ? , l = 6 m, w = 6 m, h = 15 m.
FORMULA(E):

Vpyramid =

ALGEBRA:

V is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

Vpyramid =

EVALUATE:

Vpyramid = 180 m3

The Volume of a Pyramid (reverse question)
Example: Find the height of the following rectangular prism (assume cm units).

Solution:
LIST: V = 716 cm3, l = 4.5 cm, w = 9 cm, h = ?.
FORMULA(E):

Vpyramid =

ALGEBRA:

h is not isolated so algebra is required.

What is in the way of h being isolated? A multiplying length and width (lw) and a dividing 3.
To get rid of these, we will need to divide the length and width from both sides and multiply 3 on
both sides.
= Vpyramid
=
The red shows what has been included to isolate h.
h=
PLUG-IN:

h=

EVALUATE:

h ≈ 53 cm

The Volume of a Cone
As with the pyramid, the cone is a stack of smaller and smaller shapes reaching its apex. In the
case of the cone, we are simply stacking smaller and smaller circles. We will therefore relate it
to the volume of a cylinder.

Let us therefore relate the volume of a cone to the volume of a cylinder:
Vcylinder = (Area)(height)
As we did with the rectangular prism and the pyramid, we should see that amount of liquid
required to fill a cone is a third of its respective cylinder. Hence we can simply say:
Vcone = Vcylinder
3
Recall that Vcylinder = πr2h
Vcone =
Example: Find the volume of the following cone.

Example: Find the volume of the following cone.

Solution:
LIST: V = ? , r = 3 cm, h = 8 cm.
FORMULA(E):

Vcone =

ALGEBRA:

V is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

Vcone =

EVALUATE:

Vcone ≈ 75.4 cm3

The Volume of a Cone (reverse question)
Example: Find the height of the following cone given a volume of 631cm3 and a radius of 3cm.

Solution:
LIST: V = 631 cm3, r = 3 cm, h = ?.
FORMULA(E):

Vcone =

ALGEBRA:

h is not isolated so algebra is required.

What is in the way of h being isolated? A multiplying π and radius squared as well as a dividing
3. To get rid of these, we will need to divide the π and radius squared from both sides and
multiply 3 on both sides.
= Vcone
=
The red shows what has been included to isolate h.
h=
PLUG-IN:

h=

EVALUATE:

h ≈ 67.0 cm

The Volume of a Sphere
A sphere is similar to a cone in that it is a stack of circles which get progressively smaller and
smaller, but it is different in that this happens in two directions. In essence, a sphere is a base
circle where the circles are stacked upwards and downwards to the apex.

Let us therefore relate the volume of a cone to the volume of a cylinder:
Vcylinder = (Area)(height)
Similar to what we saw with the cylinder and the cone, we should see, experimentally, that the
amount of liquid required to fill a sphere is related to its respective cylinder. Where the sphere is
different is that we must first cut the sphere in half to conduct this experiment.

When we fill this shape with water and compare it to its respective cylinder, we find that
hemisphere or semisphere is two thirds of the cylinder. Hence we can simply say:
Vhemisphere = 2Vcylinder
3
Recall that Vcylinder = πr2h
Vhemisphere =
Naturally this is not what we want, so put the other HALF (hemisphere) back to obtain our
sphere again. Hence the volume of two hemispheres or one sphere is:
Vsphere =
It may also have occurred to you that the height h is in fact the radius r. Hence we can now say:
Vsphere =

Example: Find the volume of the following sphere.

Solution:
LIST: V = ? , r = 14 cm.
FORMULA(E):

Vsphere =

ALGEBRA:

V is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

Vsphere =

EVALUATE:

Vcone ≈ 11,494.04 cm3

This task is aimed at helping you acquire the ability to develop, through investigation (e.g., using
concrete materials), the formulae for the volume of a pyramid, a cone, and a sphere (e.g., use
three-dimensional figures to show that the volume of a pyramid [or cone] is the volume of a
prism [or cylinder] with the same base and height, and therefore that Vpyramid =
or Vpyramid =

.

Given the cylinder below, find the volume given the height is h = 20 cm and the radius is
r=6.5cm. Show all your work. (4 marks)

Given the pyramid below, find the volume given the illustrated dimensions: (4 marks)

Find the volume of the sphere given that the radius is r = 10.5cm. (4 marks)
V=

Given the cylinder below, find the height given that the volume is V = 4520m3 and the radius is
r= 43 m. Show all your work. (5 marks)

Find the volume of the following triangular prism given the dimensions below. Show all your
work. The base triangle is a right triangle.
(4 marks)

7 inches

6 inches

8 inches

Find the volume of the following cone given the dimensions below. Show all your work.
(4 marks)

By the end of this class you will be able to solve problems involving the volumes of prisms,
pyramids, cylinders, cones, and spheres.
Recall when we looked at composite shapes and we deconstructed them into similar 2-D shapes
such as triangles, circles and rectangles. In this section, we will utilize that strategy to
deconstruct 3-D shapes into prisms, cones, pyramids and spheres.
The Shed Question
You decide to build a shed with your parents. Over dinner your family draws out the plan and
you are interested in knowing how much storage space (volume) this shed will offer. Assume
your design units are in feet. What is the volume of this shed?

The Tennis Ball Question
A tennis ball company wants to know how much SPACE is wasted in the way they’ve packaged
their tennis balls. If the diameter of a tennis ball is 6.86 cm, what is the volume of the air that is
in the cylinder?

The Shed Question
You decide to build a shed with your parents. Over dinner your family draws out the plan and
you are interested in knowing how much storage space (volume) this shed will offer. Assume
your design units are in feet. What is the volume of this shed?

Solution:
LIST: V = ? , l = 10 ft, w = 8 ft, hR = 7 ft, hT = 9 ft.
Legend:
hR = height of the rectangular prism
hT = height of the triangular prism
Although our list may not appear complete, realize that some information is redundant. For
example, the height of the triangular prism hP is the width of the rectangular prism and the base
of the triangular prism is the length of the rectangular prism.
FORMULA(E):
Here we need to realize that the volume of the shed is the volume of
rectangular prism AND the volume of a triangular prism. Hence,
Vshed = Vrectangularprism + Vtriangularprism
Vshed = lwh + ½(bhT)(hP)
ALGEBRA:

Vshed is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

Vshed = (10)(8)(7) + ½(10)(9)(8)

OR
Vshed = 560 + 360
EVALUATE:

Vshed = 920 cm3

The Tennis Ball Question
A tennis ball company wants to know how much SPACE is wasted in the way they’ve packaged
their tennis balls. If the diameter of a tennis ball is 6.86 cm, what is the volume of the air that is
in the cylinder?

Solution:
LIST: V = ? , d = 6.84 cm, r = ?, h = ?
Our list seems incomplete. We don’t have r but we know that r = , hence r =
or r = 3.42 cm.
We also don’t seem to have h until we realize that the height has to be three tennis balls high or
three diameters. Hence, h = 3(6.84) or h = 20.52 cm.
FORMULA(E):
We need to realize that we are dealing with three spheres and a cylinder.
The volume of the air will therefore be the volume of the cylinder less the volume of the three
spheres. Hence,
Vair = Vcylinder – 3Vsphere
Vair = πr2h – (3)
ALGEBRA:

Vair is already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

Vair = π(3.42)2(20.52) – 4π(3.42)3

Note the three’s in the sphere formula cancel out.
Vair ≈ 240.01π – 160.01π
OR
Vair ≈ 754.01 – 502.68
EVALUATE:

Vair ≈ 251.33 cm3

Sample problem: Break-bit Cereal is sold in a single-serving size, in a box in the shape of a
rectangular prism of dimensions 5 cm by 4 cm by 10 cm. The manufacturer also sells the cereal
in a larger size, in a box with dimensions double those of the smaller box.
Make a hypothesis about the effect on the volume of doubling the dimensions.
Hypothesis:

Test your hypothesis using the volumes of the two boxes, and discuss the result.

Conclusions:

Sample problem: Break-bit Cereal is sold in a single-serving size, in a box in the shape of a
rectangular prism of dimensions 5 cm by 4 cm by 10 cm. The manufacturer also sells the cereal
in a larger size, in a box with dimensions double those of the smaller box.

VS

Solution:
LIST small box: V = ? , l = 5 cm, w = 4 cm, h = 10 cm.
LIST larger box: V = ? , l = 10 cm, w = 8 cm, h = 20 cm.
FORMULA(E):
Let us find the volume of one small box and then double the volume. We
can then double the dimensions to obtain the larger box and then compare the volumes. Hence,
Vsmallbox = lwh

VS

Vlargebox = lwh

ALGEBRA:

Vsmallbox and Vlargebox are already isolated so no algebra is required.

PLUG-IN:

Vsmall box = (5)(4)(10)

VS

Vlargebox = (10)(8)(20)

EVALUATE:

Vsmallbox = 200 cm3

VS

Vlargebox = 1600cm3

Hence, two small boxes would contain V = 400 cm3 compared with a large box with 1600cm3.
Here’s why. Recall that we doubled all the dimensions of the small box.
Vlargebox = (2l)(2w)(2h)
Watch what happens when we take out the doubling effect of each dimension.
Vlargebox = 8lwh
Hence, doubling all three dimensions increases the volume by a factor of 8.
Vlargebox = 8Vsmallbox

This task is aimed at helping you acquire the ability to solve problems involving the volumes of
prisms, pyramids, cylinders, cones, and spheres.
A waffle ice cream cone is shown below. The waffle cone has a height of h = 9.18 cm and has a
diameter of d = 4.5cm. The scoop of ice cream makes a perfect semi-sphere (half a sphere).
What is the volume of ice cream in and out of the cone?
(6 marks)

A new grain storage facility has been constructed such that the dimensions are shown below.
Find the maximum volume of grain that can be stored. (6 marks)

MOCK EQAO – DRAWINGS NOTE DRAW TO SCALE
A rectangular swimming pool is 20 m long and 8 m wide. The pool is surrounded by a path that
is 1m wide.

8m
1m
20 m
What is the area of the path?
A) 24 m2
B) 28 m2
C) 56 m2
D) 60 m2
______________________________________________________________________________
Elisa wants to pack CD cases into a storage box.

10 cm
28 cm

1 cm

12.5 cm
14cm

38 cm

What is the largest number of CD cases Elisa can pack inside the covered storage box?
A) about 40

B) about 50

C) about 60

D) about 70

______________________________________________________________________________
Richard wants to buy new soil for his garden. He wants the new soil to be approximately 0.1 m
deep. The figure shows the dimensions of Richard’s garden, which is a rectangular prism.

0.1 m
3m
8.2 m
What volume of soil does Richard need?
A) 2.24 m3

B) 2.46 m3

C) 11.3 m3

D) 24.5 m3

The figure below shows a rectangle and a semi-circle.

8m

5m
What is the area of the path?
A) 46.3 m2
B) 65.1 m2
C) 90.3 m2
D) 140.5 m2
______________________________________________________________________________
A carton of milk measures 6cm x 13 cm x 19 cm.

Hint: 1000 cm3 = 1 L
About how much milk can the carton hold when filled to the top?
A) 1 L
B) 1.5 L
C) 2 L
D) 2.5 L
______________________________________________________________________________
A cone has a height of 12 cm and a radius of 5 cm.

What is the volume of this cone?
A) 754.0 cm3

B) 340.3 cm3

C) 314.2 cm3

D) 62.8 cm3

Vanessa draws a model of a map of Saskatchewan in the shape of a trapezoid. The dimensions
represented on the map are shown below.

1200 km

150km 440km 150km
Which is the closest to the area of Saskatchewan as represented by Vanessa’s model?
A) 354 000 km2
B) 528 000 km2
C) 708 000 km2
D) 888 000 km2
______________________________________________________________________________
A rectangle has a perimeter of 60 cm.
Which dimensions will ensure the rectangle has the largest possible area?
A) 29 cm by 1 cm
B) 25 cm by 5 cm
C) 20 cm by 10 cm D) 15 cm by 15 cm
______________________________________________________________________________
A piece of Bristol board has dimensions 20 cm x 15 cm. David cuts a circular hole with a
diameter of 8 cm in the board.

15 cm

8 cm

20 cm
Which expression could be used to calculate the area of the Bristol board after the hole has been
cut?
A) (15)(20) - 4π

B) (15)(20) - 82

C) (15)(20) - π(4)2

D) (15 – 8)(20 – 8)

A lawn care company charges its customers based on the size of the lawn. The company uses
the following schedule.
Area of lawn

Cost per month

Less than 200 m2

50$

Between 200 m2 and 250 m2

60$

Between 250 m2 and 300 m2

70$

Over 300 m2

80$

The company is caring for Denton’s lawn, which has the dimensions shown.

14 m

20 m

15 m
How much should Denton be paying per month?
A) 50$
B) 60$
C) 70$
D) 80$
______________________________________________________________________________

Mei has a cylindrical hot tub with dimensions as shown.
2m

1.5 m

What volume of water can Mei’s tub hold when filled to the top?
A) 4.7 m3
B) 6.0 m3
C) 9.4 m3
D) 18.8 m3
______________________________________________________________________________

MOCK EQAO Open Response
The Golden Globe Company manufactures and sells globes to schools. The globes are in the
shape of a sphere and have a radius of 25 cm.
Calculate the volume of a globe.

Hint:

Each globe is shipped in a cubic box that is in the shape of a rectangular prism. The dimensions
are shown below.

50 cm
50 cm
50 cm
Calculate the volume of the empty cubic box.

Determine the amount of empty space in the cubic box when there is a globe in it. Show your
work.

Jeremy sells globes. He designs a new box in the shape of a cylinder. The globe fits in the
cylindrical box better than in the cube box. There is less empty space.

50 cm

50 cm
50 cm
50 cm

50 cm

Which box requires less cardboard to make?
Check one:

cylindrical box

OR

cubic box

Show your work.
______________________________________________________________________________
The dimensions of a side of a bridge are shown in the diagram below. The arches are semicircles
with the same radius.
20 m

8m

3m

2m

3m

Determine the area of the side of the bridge shown. Show your work.

______________________________________________________________________________
Pauline builds a fence around her garden, which is shaped like a parallelogram, as shown below.

x + 20

x - 10
Pauline uses 100 metres of fencing along the perimeter of the garden. Find the dimensions of her
garden. Show your work.

MAJOR UNIT TASK
Surface Area and Perimeter LAB
In groups of three, find the composite shapes throughout the school. Imagine that these shapes
are the dimensions of a room. The room will require hard-wood flooring to cover the surface.
The room will also require quarter-rounds to hide the small gaps between the actual wall and
ends of the hardwood flooring. The quarter-rounds must go around the entire room. Include a
diagram with all relevant side lengths AND units.
Find out how much hardwood flooring is required.

Find out how much quarter round is required.

Research the cost of each item. Add 10% for waste. Don’t forget to include the taxes.

MAJOR UNIT TASK

Name:

Volume LAB
Design a farm or an amusement park which utilizes ALL the 3-D shapes or portions of these
shapes in a composite form. Provide diagrams and dimensions for each shape such that your
partner can calculate the volume of shape.

CHECK LIST:
Does your farm or amusement park include a rectangular prism, a triangular prism, a cylinder, a
pyramid, a cone and a sphere?

.

UNIT REVIEW (coming soon)
Pythagorean Theorem both ways
Composite Shape perimeter and area
Volume composite shape.

